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Week 2

• Chapter 4 – Bivariate Data 

• Data with two/paired variables, Pearson correlation coefficient and its 
properties, general variance sum law

• Chapter 6 – Research Design 

• Data collection, sampling bias, causation.

• Chapter 5 – Probability ß today’s lecture

Probability, gambler’s fallacy, permutations and combinations, binomial 
distribution, Bayes’ theorem.



Chapter 4 – Bivariate Data, Quick Recap of Key Points

• Paired Data : (X#, Y#), (X', Y'),…, (X(, Y(), visualize with dot / scatter plot.

• The pairing will be given to you, or is “obvious”.

• (husband, wife), rolling 2 dice at the same time etc.

• Correlation coefficient ) : quantifies linear relationships.

• Does not say anything about non-linear relationships.

• Make sure you can calculate ), by doing it at least once.

• Properties: symmetric (in the formula), unaffected by linear transforms.

• Formula: standard deviation cannot be zero for any of the variable.



Chapter 6 – Research Design, Quick Recap of Key Points

• Have hypothesis, collect data, “perform statistics”. This tells us if hypothesis is 
likely to be correct. This might be evidence for (or against) your hypothesis.

• Very important in exam to NOT SAY that your hypothesis is “proven” or “true”.

• Sampling Bias : we want you to recognize obvious sources of bias in the exam, 
and be able to explain why. Precise technical terms not required.

• E.g. of a 2 points exam question: 

• “You have a set of samples of heights in Hanover NH. You are told that your survey 
team only measured the heights of their friends, of which 80% are women.”

• “Would the mean height in this sample be a good estimator of the mean heights in 
Hanover NH? Why or why not?”



Chapter 6 – Research Design, Quick Recap of Key Points

• Section 7 – Causation. The 2 key things to know for the exam are…

1) Correlation does not imply causation.

• High correlation coefficient r à potentially related/causal. Evidence that there 
might be an actual relation.

• Should have physical mechanism or reasonable theory to support this evidence.

• E.g.  2 points exam question: 

• “Your data shows that the annual per capita consumption of mozzarella cheese and 
the annual number of civil engineering PhD awarded has a correlation coefficient of 
r = 0.9586.”

• “Would you say that the high r indicates that mozzarella cheese consumption is 
related to the award of civil engineering PhD? Explain.”



Chapter 6 – Research Design, Quick Recap of Key Points

• 2) Confounding or “Third” Variable

• Two specific scenarios: with respect to correlation coefficient r, and with respect 
to clinical trials or treatment/control groups.

• With respect to the correlation coefficient r.



Chapter 6 – Research Design, Quick Recap of Key Points

• With respect to the correlation coefficient r.

• Another example: miners exposed to asbestos tend to smoke and later develop 
lung cancer.

• E.g. exam question for 2 points. 

• “Your data showed that amount of ice cream sold and number of outdoor accidents 
that happened each day are highly correlated.”

• “ You later discover that in your data, ice cream sales and frequency of outdoor 
sports are higher on warmer days than colder days.” 

• “Is it correct to conclude that ice cream causes outdoor accidents? Explain."



Chapter 6 – Research Design, Quick Recap of Key Points

• With respect to clinical trial or treatment/control group case.

• Get a group of healthy people (sample A), feed them garlic, observe that most of 
them got lung cancer. Turns out sample A are all heavy smokers.

• Get a group of people with disease (sample B), feed them green tea, observe that 
most of them got cured of their disease. You later find out that sample B are all on 
a medication for the disease.

• In both cases, the fix is to randomly assign them to a treatment and a control 
group, so that you can isolate the effect of what you’re feeding them.

• E.g. 4 points exam question: “Could you conclude that green tea can cure the 
disease? Why or why not? Without increasing the number of people in sample B, 
what is one change you can make to improve this experiment?”



Chapter 5, Section 2 – Introduction to Probability

• Descriptive statistics : describes the data, sometimes visually.

• Inferential statistics : make intelligent guesses using data (and mathematics).

A key idea in statistics is forming a testable hypothesis/conjecture. Collecting 
data to test your hypothesis. Then, calculating the chance or probability of your 
hypothesis being true given this data.

How do we define chance or probability? What does it mean for an  event A to 
have “higher chance” of occurring than a event B?

This is a very complex mathematical and philosophical issue.



Chapter 5, Section 3 – Basic Concepts in Probability

• Thankfully, for this course, we are going to stick to a simple model of chance.

• Frequentist Probability

• Define a sample space = set of possible outcomes of an experiment.

• Event = subset of the sample space.

• Probability of the event happening can be approximated by repeating the experiment 
a large ! number of times, counting the number of occurrences " of the event, and 
calculating the proportion #$.

• E.g. Rolling a die, sample space = {1,2,3,4,5,6}, event = {1,6}. Roll the die n = 6,000 times. 
Get a 1 or 6 in 2,052 of those rolls. Probability is approximately %&'%(&&& = 0.342.



Chapter 5, Section 3 – Basic Concepts in Probability

• In the frequentist model of probability, we assume that if we can repeat the 
experiment an infinite number of times, we will get the “true” probability of the 
event happening.

• The more we repeat the experiments (the larger ! is), the more confident we are 
that "# is “close” to the “true” probability. 

• E.g. If we flip a fair coin 1,000 million times, we are more confident that 50% of those 
flips will be heads, than if we flip it just 10 times.

• It is important to note that this applies to the proportion of heads and not the 
frequency of heads.

• In fact, as the number of coin flips ! becomes large, the difference (number of 
heads minus number of tails) will often be large.



Chapter 5, Section 2 – The Idea of Symmetrical Outcomes.

• Using the idea of symmetrical outcomes, we can argue what the “true” probability 
must be.

• Assume the number of experiments ! is large. To approximate the probability of an 
event occurring, we count the number of occurrences ".

• Suppose the experiment is rolling a fair die with six sides {1,2,3,4,5,6}.

• We can argue that because the die is fair, all six sides are “symmetric” and hence 
should have roughly the same number of occurrences for a large enough !.

• Hence, the true probability of getting one particular number is 
#
$.

• Probability = /01234 56 "6895482:3" 50;<513
/0134 56 =5>>?2:3 3@08::AB:?C3:A 50;<513>



Chapter 5, Section 3 – Basic Concepts

• We write !(#) for the (true) probability of event A happening.

• Since we defined probability in terms of proportions, 0 ≤ ! # ≤ 1.
• In an experiment/trial, either A happens or A does not happen, 

! # = 1 − !(#).

• ! # +, - = ! # + ! - − !(# /01 -)
• Event # +, - includes : “A occurs, B does not”, “A does not, B occurs”, “both occurs”.

• This assumes # and - can both occur in one trial. i.e. They are not mutually exclusive.

• If # and - are independent, then ! # /01 - = ! # !(-).



Chapter 5, Section 3 – Conditional Probability

• If ! and " are independent, then # ! $%& " = # ! #(").

• If ! and " are not independent, then # ! $%& " = # ! #(!|").

•# ! " = probability of A given that B has occurred.

• “Probability of A conditional on B occurring”.

• The fact that B has occurred changes the probability since not 
independent.

• E.g. 52 card deck, P(ace on 2nd draw | ace on 1st draw)?



BREAK TIME! \o/

• 10 minutes break starts after I handed out the exercise and left 
the room.

• Questions 1 and 7 are not the kind of questions you will expect in 
a  exam.

• In a job interview…maybe. (I am not even joking)



• A common classroom example of how probability can differ from our intuition.

• If there are 25 people in a room, what is the probability that at least two of them 
share the same birthday?

• Important exam trick : if !(#) is hard to calculate, instead calculate 1 − ! # .

• Here, !('( )*'+( (,- +'.* /01(ℎ3'4) is going to be hard to calculate.

• So, calculate: 

1 − ! '( )*'+( (,- +'.* /01(ℎ3'4 = ! 6- -6* ℎ'+ (ℎ* +'.* /01(ℎ3'4 .

• ! 6- -6* ℎ'+ (ℎ* +'.* /01(ℎ3'4 = 89:
89: ;

89<
89: ;

898
89: ;

89=
89: ;;;

8<=
89: ;

8<>
89: = 0.4313.

• ! '( )*'+( (,- +'.* /01(ℎ3'4 = 1 − 0.4313 = 0.5687.

Chapter 5, Section 3 – Birthday Problem



Chapter 5, Section 3 – Gambler’s Fallacy 

• Flip a fair coin 5 times. 

• What is the probability of getting heads for the 5th flip 
given that you flipped tails 4 times in a row?

The hot hand fallacy, and the hot hand fallacy-fallacy.

• Flip a fair coin 4 times in a row. Repeat experiment many 
times and record the results.

• Pick a heads, that is not in the 4th place, randomly from the 
results. 

• What is the probability that the following flip was also a 
heads?

https://www.thecut.com/2016/08/how-researchers-
discovered-the-basketball-hot-hand.html



Chapter 5, Section 6 – Permutations and Combinations

• Factorial
!! = 1 ×2 × ⋯× ! − 1 ×!

0! = 1

• Permutation

nPr = !!
(! − .)!

• Combination

nCr = !!
.! (! − .)!



Chapter 5, Section 8 – The Binomial Distribution

• P( k success in those n trials) =
!!

#! !$# ! %
#(1 − %)!$#

• Combination: *+, = !!
#! !$# !

• n trials, with probability p of success. à we say n, p are parameters

• If you repeat the experiment: “n trials” many times, count the 
number of successes each time and plot a histogram of the results, 
you get a binomial distribution.

Galton board and video by Index Fund Advisors, Inc.



Chapter 5, Section 8 – The Binomial Distribution

• Some math associated with the binomial distribution.

• Cumulative probabilities.

• Textbook’s example: toss a fair coin 12 times. What is the probability 
that we get between 0 to 3 heads?

• Answer: P(0 heads) + P(1 heads) + P(2 heads) + P(3 heads)

• You can add them up because these events are mutually exclusive!

• (Population) Mean and Variance

! = #$ %& = #$(1 − $)



Public Service Announcement

• We are skipping these sections in Chapter 5.

• Section 10 – Poisson Distribution

• Section 11 – Multinomial Distribution

• Section 12 – Hypergeometric Distribution



Chapter 5, Section 13 – Base Rates

• Base rate = true proportion of a 
population having some condition, 
attribute or disease.

• The probability of positives that are 
false in tests depends heavily on the 
base rate.

• Example: a test for a disease is 99% 
accurate. You took the test and the 
result is positive. What is the 
probability that you actually have the 
disease?



Chapter 5, Section 13 – Base Rates

• Example: a test for a disease is 99% accurate. You took the test and the result is 
positive. What is the probability that you actually have the disease?

• The answer depends on the base rate, which is the proportion of people having the 
disease.

• Suppose 1 mil people are tested. 1% or 10,000 of them actually has the disease.

• Out of the 990,000 disease-free people, the test would produce 9,900 positives!

• Out of the 10,000 diseased people, the test would also produce 9,900 positives.

• Chance that a positive test result is correct = 50%! 



Chapter 5, Section 13 – Base Rates

• False Positive : tests result positive but you don’t actually have the 
disease.

• Bayes Theorem

! " # = ! # " !(")
!(#) = ! # " !(")

! # " ! " + ! # (" !((")

• D = have disease. ND = no disease. T = tested positive for disease.


